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Abstract 

As a novel multi-scale geometrical analysis theory, non-subsampled shearlet 

transform (NSST) own much better competences of image processing. An adaptive 

technique for image fusion based on NSST-spatial frequency (SF)-human visual factor 

(HVF) is proposed in this paper. Each source image can be converted into corresponding 

multi-scale and multi-directional frameworks via NSST. SF and HVF are utilized to 

conduct the fusion courses of low-frequency and high-frequency sub images, respectively. 

Besides, an adaptive fusion algorithm based on NSST is devised. Finally, the final fused 

image can be obtained by using inverse NSST. Simulation experimental demonstrates 

that, compared with other classic techniques, the proposed technique has much better 

performance in terms of visual performance and information capturing.  
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1. Introduction 

Image fusion theory is an important branch and an interested research point in the field 

of information fusion. At present, image fusion theory has a widespread application of 

medical science[1,2], remote sensing[3] and so on. The research on the kinds of 

techniques and technologies for image fusion can be trace back to 80’s of the last century. 

Nowadays, the above field has been attached more and more importance by many civil 

and abroad scholars. Currently, many kinds of techniques for image fusion have come 

into being. 

Among above, it is general that former pixel matrix in the original images are just deal 

for space domain technique. Then effective selection for original images’ pixel has been 

realized by the way of being average and weighted. Finally, a new images’ pixel matrix 

has been recomposed of the selected pixels. The advantages of space domain technique 

are simple thought process and low computing complexity. And the disadvantage is that 

their image fusion results are commonly not very well.  Technique for transform domain 

is that original images decompose a group of microcosmic sub-image according to multi-

scale and multi-directions. In detail, the specific steps referred contain resolution, 

microcosmic fusion and integrated consolidation. Furthermore, microcosmic sub-images 

fusion is achieved following with corresponding scale and directions, and obtain the 

ending images fusion by inverse transformation of microcosmic sub-images. 

In many kinds of transform domain techniques, classical methods contain Discrete 

Wavelet Transform[4], Contourlet Transform[5,6] and Non-Subsampled Contourlet 

Transform (NSCT)[7,8] and so on. Among above, the applications of NSCT fusion 

theory appear to be very widespread. Comparing to discrete wavelet transform and 

contourlet transform, the superiorities of NSCT are translational invariance and the 

performance of catching images’ information. However, much too high-cost computing 

complexity has been restricted its practical application fields, resulting to the bottleneck 
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of NSCT theory development come into being. Above all, Easley proposed a novel model 

called Non-Subsampled Shearlet Transform (NSST) [9]. Not only NSST has the 

advanced performance of catching images’ characters, but also the novel model has a low 

computing complexity. Besides, NSST theory can effectively overcome NSCT theory’s 

disadvantage that has a not good real time performance.  

In this paper we propose an adaptive technique for image fusion based on NSST, 

Spatial frequency (SF) and Human Visual Factor (HVF). First of all, we take full 

advantage of NSST model’s superior performance of catching images’ information. In 

additional, we regard SF and HVF as sub-images fusion basis, aiming at realizing the 

fusion process of low-frequency and high-frequency microcosmic sub-images. 

 

2. NSST Basic Model 

As the dimension n=2, the affined coefficient formula of fusion and expansion is as 

follows. 

2/ 2
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In the above formula, ψ∈L
2
(R

2
), A and B are both 2×2 invertible matrix, |detB|=1. If 

MAB(ψ) is satisfied with tight frame conditions, then the elements of MAB(ψ) is regarded as 

wavelet synthesis. A is an anisotropy expansion matrix, and A
i
 is related to scale 

transformation. B is a shear matrix, and B
j
 is also a shear matrix that is related to 

geometric transformation for keeping area constant. The formulas of A and B are 

respectively regarded as A=[a 0, 0 a
1/2

], B=[1 s, 0 1]. In general, a=4, s=1, that is be A=[4 

0, 0 2]，B=[1 1, 0 1]. Thus the above wavelet is shearlet.  

Essentially, NSST is a redundancy transform, decomposition progress of that can be 

depart into two parts, including multi-scale and multi-direction. Multi-scale 

decomposition has also adopted the way of non-subsampled pyramid. Original images 

can be obtained a low-frequency subband image and a high-frequency subband image by 

decomposing at each grade. Next every grades’ decompositions is dealt just as for low-

frequency subband images. After k grades’ multi-scale decomposition, each original 

image can also be come into being only one low-frequency subband image and k high-

frequency subband images, whose dimension and size are consistent with the original 

images’. Obviously, as for the progress of multi-scale decomposition are consistent. 

Different from NSCT, the multi-direction decomposition of NSST is that normal shearlet 

wave filter is mapped from pseudo polarization network system to Cartesian coordinate 

system. Because of abandoning subsample progress, translation inflexibility is realized, 

effectively, the ringing effects of discrete wavelet transform and contourlet transform are 

prevented. If NSST some scale subband image is decomposed at l grade non-subsample 

sheartlet direction based on NSST, obtaining 2
l
 subband images consistent with original 

images’ size and direction. Thus the above progress can realize the more accurate 

direction decomposition of frequency domain. In picture 1, a NSST decomposition 

instance of Zoneplate image is given. And the scale decomposition quantity is set to be 2, 

each grade of that set to be 4. 

    

(a) Original image  (b) Low-frequency image 
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(c) 4 directions of I scale localization images 

          

(d) 4 directions of II scale localization images 

Figure 1. Non-Subsample Sheartlet Transform Decomposition Instance 

3. Image adaptive fusion frame based on NSST 

3.1. Low-Frequency Microcosmic Subband Image Fusion 

After the decomposition of NSST, each original image can be decomposed into a 

series of microcosmic sub-images, that include only one low-frequency microcosmic sub-

image and some high-frequency microcosmic sub-images. And low-frequency 

microcosmic sub-images contain the most and main part information. Traditional and 

classical algorithm is commonly selected to add and average some low-frequency 

subband images’ matrix. Thus the above algorithm seems to be simple. But the images’ 

contrast degree must be reduced, additionally, each low-frequency subband image’s pixel 

distribution are lack of consideration in the algorithm. 

It is obviously appeared the differences between the pixel gray values from important 

targets information and surrounding pixel points’ information in images. Images’ space 

spatial frequency (SF)
[11]

 can be reflected pixel points’ active index. The more is the SF 

value, the more active is the images’ pixel points. 

Therefore, we select SF to be basis for realizing fusion progress of low-frequency 

microcosmic sub-image. SF’s formula is as follows. 

2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )SF RF CF MDF SDF                                                                                (2) 

As for the image I(i, j), the series of formulas are as follows, including RF, CF, MDF 

and SDF. 
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In the above formulas, RF, CF, MDF and SDF are respectively represented as 4 

directions’ first order gradient value, containing horizontal direction, vertical direction, 

the main diagonal direction and vice diagonal direction. ωd is represented as distance 

weight value, and set here ωd=1/2
1/2

. 

Obviously, according to the formula (3)-(6), we can compute the images’ each pixel 

point SF value. When it comes to the bigger SF values, their corresponding pixel points 

at 4 directions are more active and outstanding, that is to say, the information of which 

are ampler and richer.  

 

3.2. High-Frequency Microcosmic Subband Image Fusion 

Different from low-frequency microcosmic sub-images, high-frequency microcosmic 

sub-images stress on description of trivial information in original images, such as targets’ 

borderline and so on. The disadvantage of traditional weighted average fusion algorithm 

can also cause contrast level of image fusion descended. It is beneficial for absolute value 

method to keep higher lightness’ border detailed information. However, because some 

absolute value of pixel points’ grey level at lower lightness’ border are less, the structure 

can be easily soften, resulting in lack of borders’ information. 

Recently, the research on Human Visual Factor (HVF) is done more and more 

common concern by civil and national experts and scholars. Additionally, the research 

development emphasis on image fusion is converted from previous mechanical weighted 

model to biology theory model. The information of high-frequency subband images are 

generally inferior to high-frequency’s. Thus we have selected HVF to be fusion basis for 

carrying out high-frequency subband information fusion, owing to HVF’s biology theory 

background. 

HVF can use sensitive reflection mechanism of biological vision to separate the 

images two parts containing target and background, that is: 

I O B                                                                                                                               (7) 

Where I, O and B denote the original image, target information and background 

information, respectively.  

In the practical analysis progress, high-frequency microcosmic information is 

considered as target information O, and low-frequency microcosmic information is 

considered as background information B. The gray values of high-frequency and 

corresponding low-frequency subband information are all bigger, which indicates the 

expressing information at pixel point is more plentiful. The descriptive formula is as 

follows. 

,

1 *
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S
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I i j
                                                                                                                 (8) 

Where HVF is human visual factor, || is absolute value symbol. I
S,L

(i, j) is high-

frequency subband image coefficient whose decomposition scale and direction are S and 

L. I
S-1

(i, j)
*
 is average coefficient value of low-frequency microcosmic subband image 

with S-1 decomposition scale. When S=1, I
S-1

(i, j)
*
 denotes area coefficient average value 

of original images, the formula of I
S-1

(i, j)
* 
is: 
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                                                                      (9) 

 

4. Proposed Technique 

In this paper, we first use NSST theory to obtain a series of microcosmic subband 

images with different scale and direction. Then SF and HVF are effectively selected for 
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realizing image fusion progress of corresponding scale and direction. Ultimately, we can 

get the ending results because of NSST inverse transformation. The entire image fusion 

progress is showed in Figure 2. 

Image A

NSST

A_low A_high B_low B_high

NSST

Image B

SF HVF

F_low F_high

INSST

Fused image F
 

Figure 2. Image Fusion Progress based on NSST 

Where A, B are two original images, low and high denote respectively low-frequency 

subband image and high-frequency subband image. INSST is an inverse transformation 

of NSST. Adaptive technique for image fusion based on NSST-SF-HVF is as follows. 

INPUT: Two original images A and B; 

OUTPUT: The fused image F; 

STEPS： 

1. Original images are decomposed to low-frequency microcosmic coefficient {A
S, 0

, 

B
S, 0

} and high-frequency microcosmic coefficient {A
S, L

, B
S, L

} based on NSST. Where 

scale grades S and L are the decomposition grade at S direction.  

2. Make use of SF to accomplish fusion progress of low-frequency microcosmic 

subband images: 
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　　                                                                 (10) 

3. Use HVF to select the high-frequency microcosmic subband coefficient from 

original images A and B, the corresponding formula is showed in formula (11). 
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4. Utilize NSST inverse transformation as to low-frequency microcosmic subband 

images on after-fusion and a series of high-frequency microcosmic subband images to get 

the ending image F. 
 

5. Experimental Results and Analysis 

For verifying the practical performance of the proposed technique, we utilize the 

MATLAB software to emulate, compare and analyze the fusion results of several 

compared fusion techniques and the proposed technique. 
 

5.1. Experimental Condition 

Simulation experiments are carried out in a PC with Windows 7/2.1GHz/2G. In this 

section, we select different kinds of original images with three imaging mechanisms to 

carry out the experiments, which are referred to multi-focus Clock images, multispectral 

SAR images and visible light quad and infrared quad images. And three pairs of original 

images’ size are all 512×512. Moreover, we choose three techniques comparing with the 

novel technique, including the coupling of multi-channel pulse neural network technique 

(technique 1)
 [12]

, shearlet transform technique (technique 2)
 [13]

 and Laplace transform 

(technique 3)
 [14]

. In order to assure the objectivity of fusion results, all the parameters in 

technique 1, 2 and 3 are also the existing set mode’s values in references. 

Furthermore, the performance evaluation’ ways as to the ending fusion results are 

subjective visible evaluation and objective index values evaluation. And Information 

Entropy (IE)
 [15]

, Mutual Information (MI)
 [15]

 are chosen to be evaluation index. The 

index value of IE denotes the quantity of information in image. And the bigger are the 

values, the information in fusion images are ampler. The index value of MI denotes the 

mutual information between the original images and the ending fusion images. The value 

of MI is bigger, the original information are ampler.  The index value of SF denotes the 

activity degree of each pixel point to some extent. That is to say the bigger value of SF 

represents the ampler obvious information in fusion images. Besides, the concrete details 

on IE, MI, SF can use the references [11, 15] for reference. 
 

5.2. Experimental Results and Analysis 

Three groups of original images simulation are respectively showed in Figure 3. The 

first group images are multi-focus images. In Figure 3(a), the right side and the left side 

of the alarm clocks are respectively in the focus area and out-of-focus area. In Figure 3(b), 

it is yet an inverse circumstance to the above distribution in Figure 3(a). Hence it is 

necessary to inject two original images’ focus area information extracted. Figure 3(c) and 

Figure 3(d) are an identical SAR figure with different wave bands and their own specific 

information. It is no doubt that the visible results can be greatly improved just by 

realizing the effective fusion. The last group images simulation are grey visible light and 

infrared images. The grey visible light images can just descript the main information in 

the visible light with grey image sensor, yet not expressing target information in the 

complex background.  
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In contrast, infrared images generally focus on catching and expressing heat source 

information, which is beneficial to capture the infrared information in the complex 

background circumstance. Therefore, how to effectively fuse the information of both 

background and infrared heat source must be a significant problem which is also worthy 

of research. Thus all the simulation experiments are carried out based on the proposed 

technique and three other compared techniques, whose simulation results are showed in 

Figure 4-Figure 6. Obviously, the result images based on the proposed technique have 

distinct superiorities over those based on other three ones. 

                

(a) Right focus image         (b) Left focus image   (c) 8 wave bands SAR image 

               

(d) 3 wave bands SAR image     (e) Visible image            (f) Infrared image 

Figure 3. Original Images Simulation 

                           

 

(a)fusion results of             (b) fusion results of            (c) fusion results of            (d) 
fusion results of 

technique 1                          technique 2                         technique 3             the proposed 
technique 

Figure 4. Multi-Focus Images’ Fusion Results 
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(a)fusion results of             (b) fusion results of            (c) fusion results of            (d) 
fusion results of 

technique 1                          technique 2                         technique 3             the proposed 
technique 

Figure 5. Multispectral SAR Images’ Fusion Results 

                           

 

(a)fusion results of             (b) fusion results of            (c) fusion results of            (d) 
fusion results of 

technique 1                          technique 2                         technique 3             the proposed 
technique 

Figure 6. Visible Light Quad and Infrared Quad Images’ Fusion Results 

6. Conclusion 

NSST theory has been taken more and more interests and attentions, because that has 

been considered as a superior performance on multi-scale geometric analysis technical 

tool. This paper proposes a novel adaptive technique for image fusion based on NSST-

SF-HVF. In experiments, for verifying the proposed technique’s valid and applicability, 

we select three type original images with different imaging mechanisms to carry out. 

Comparing with the several classical fusion algorithms’ experimental results, we can 

easily find the proposed technique have an extraordinary advantages. Conversely, the 

deeply research on the field of image fusion is benefit for developing and improving 

NSST theory.  
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